DETOUR (series) – TBS/Studio T; Prods: Samantha Bee, Jason Jones, Brennan Shroff, Chad Oakes, Mike Frislev; Dirs: Brennan Shroff, Jeff Tomsic, Jason Jones, Dale Stern; w/ Jason Jones, Natalie Zea

WINGPERSON (pilot) – ABC/ABCS; Prods: Andrew Reich, Ed Weeks, Hannah Mackay, Anne Brogan, Val Ames, Melanie Stokes, Siobhan Bachman; Dir: Leslye Headland; w/ Andy Ridings, Tattiawna Jones, Julie Goldman, Christine Horn

UNDER THE DOME (series) – CBS/CBSP; Prods: Stephen King, Steven Spielberg, Darryl Frank, Justin Falvey, Neal Baer; Dirs: Peter Leto, Peter Weller, Olatunde Osunsanmi, Ed Ornelas, David Barrett, Sergio Mimica, Sam Hill, Eriq La Salle, Dennie Gordon, Lee Rose, PJ Pesce; w/ Dean Norris, Natalie Martinez

SOUTH OF HELL (series) – WE TV/ Sonar; Prods: James Manos, Jason Blum, Eli Roth, Randy Sutter, Gene Stein, Matt Lambert; Dirs: Eli Roth, Rachel Talalay, Jennifer Lynch, T.I. West, Jeremiah Chechik; w/ Mena Suvari, Zachary Booth, Lanman Rucker, Paulina Singer, Drew Moerlein

DEVIOUS MAIDS (series) – Lifetime/ABCs; Prods: Marc Cherry, Sabrina Wind, Eva Longoria, John Maas, Gideon Amir; Dirs: Eva Longoria, David Grossman, David Warren, Tawnia McKiernan, Tara Weyr, John Scott; w/ Dominic Adams, Joanna Adler, Ana Ortiz, Dania Ramirez, Rebecac Wisocky, Susan Lucci

LEGIT (pilot & series) – FX; Prods: Peter O’Fallon, Paul Bernard; Dirs: Peter O’Fallon, Todd Biermann, Rick Cleveland; w/Jim Jeffries, Eddie Izzard, Mindy Sterling

THE PROTECTOR (series) – Lifetime/ABCP; Prods: Jeffrey Bell, Gene Stein, Nina Wass; Dirs: Peter O’Fallon, Bethany Rooney, Paul Holohan, Jeannot Szwarc; w/Ally Walker, Tisha Campbell-Martin, Miguel Ferrer

THE GLADES (pilot) – A&E/Fox TV; Prods: Clifton Campbell, Gary Randall, Lori-Etta Taub, Paul Bernard; Dir: Peter O’Fallon; w/Matt Passmore, Kiele Sanchez, Carlos Gomez, Uriah Shelton

CARMEL (feature) – Prods: Craig Comstock, Michael-Ryan Fletchall; Dir: Lawrence Roeck; w/Josh Hutcherson, Hayden Panettiere, Lauren Bacall, Alfred Molina, Tricia Helfer

FOLLOW THE PROPHET (feature) – Prods: Paul Bernard, Dave Cory, James Scura, Joan Sweeney; Dir: Drew Ann Rosenberg; w/Robert Chimento, Diane Venora, Annie Burgstedt, John Diehl

ALIEN RAIDERS (feature) – Prods: Steve Ecclesine, Tony Krantz, Daniel Myrick, John Shiban, Lawreen Kayl; Dir: Ben Rock; w/Carlos Bernard, Mathew St. Patrick

WIENERS (feature) – Screen Gems; Prods: Susan Johnson, Gregory Smith; Dir: Mark Steilen; w/Kenan Thompson, Zachary Levi, Fran Kranz, Darrell Hammond, Jenny McCarthy, Joel Moore

REINVENTING THE WHEELERS (pilot) – ABC/WBTV; Prods: Rina Mimoun, Tom Luse; Dir: Lawrence Trilling; w/James Brolin, Anna Camp, Alyssa Milano, Mary Steenburgen

THE AIR I BREATHE (feature) – THINKFilm; Prods: Emilio Diez Barroso, Darlene Caamano Loquet, Paul Schiff, Paul Bernard; Dir: Jieho Lee; w/Kevin Bacon, Julie Delpy, Brendan Fraser, Andy Garcia, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Clark Gregg, Emile Hirsch, Forest Whitaker
THE LIBRARIAN: RETURN TO KING SOLOMON’S MINES (MOW) – TNT; Prods: Michael Murphey, Noah Wyle, Dean Devlin, Paul Bernard; Dir: Jonathan Frakes; w/Noah Wyle, Gabrielle Anwar, Bob Newhart, Jane Curtain, Olympia Dukakis

BOSTON LEGAL (series) – ABC/WBTV; Prods: David E. Kelley, Bill D’Elia, Janet Leahy; Dir: Jim Bagdonas; w/James Spader, Julie Bowen, William Shatner, Constance Zimmer, Candie Bergen


SPANGLISH (feature, 2nd Unit) – Columbia; Prods: James L. Brooks, Julie Ansell, Richard Sakai; Dir: James L. Brooks; w/Adam Sandler, Tea Leoni, Paz Vega, Cloris Leachman, Thomas Haden Church

TRUMP UNAUTHORIZED (MOW) – ABC/ABCP; Prods: Vin Di Bona, Robert Greenwald, Barbara Lieberman; Dir: John David Coles; w/Justin Louis, Saul Rubinek, Chris Potter, Ron McLarty

KAREN SISCO (series) – ABC/Sony; Prods: Bob Brush, Peter Lefcourt, Rob Corn; Dirs: John Coles; w/ Carla Gugino, Bill Duke, Robert Forster

THEY SHOOT DIVAS, DON’T THEY? (MOW) – VH1; Prods: Melissa Cobb, Wes Craven, Marianne Maddalena, Robert Sertner, Jill Tanner, Stephen Tao, Frank von Zerneck, Randy Sutter; Dir: Jonathan Craven; w/Jennifer Beals, Keri Lynn Pratt, Molly Hagan, Traci Elizabeth Lords

THE MIND OF THE MARRIED MAN (series) – HBO; Prods: Mike Binder, Michael Rotenberg, Stu Smiley; Dirs: Bruce Paltrow, Danny Leiner, Robert Nygard; w/Mike Binder, Sonya Walger, Taylor Nichols, Jake Weber, Ivana Milicevic

THE PERFECT STORM (feature, 2nd Unit) – Warner Bros; Prods: Gail Katz, Wolfgang Petersen, Paula Weinstein; Dir: Wolfgang Petersen; w/George Clooney, Mark Wahlberg, Diane Lane, John C. Reilly, William Fichtner, John Hawkes, John Payne, Karen Allen, Cherry Jones

THREE TO TANGO (feature) – Warner Bros; Prods: Bobby Newmyer, Jeffrey Silver, Bettina Sofia Viviano; Dir: Damon Santostefano; w/Matthew Perry, Neve Campbell, Dylan McDermott, Oliver Platt

SUPERSTAR (feature) – Paramount; Prods: Lorne Michaels, Susan Cavan; Dir: Bruce McCulloch; w/Molly Shannon, Will Ferrell, Elaine Hendrix, Harland Williams, Mark McKinney

DARK HARBOR (feature) – Prods: John Hart, Justin Lazard, Jeff Sharp, Katie Roumel; Dir: Adam Coleman Howard; w/Alan Rickman, Polly Walker, Norman Reedus

CHICAGO HOPE (series) – CBS/20th; Prods: David E. Kelley, Bill D’Elia, John Tinker; Dir: Stephen Cragg; w/Adam Arkin, Christine Lahti, Peter Berg

PRIVATE PARTS (feature) – Paramount; Prods: Ivan Reitman, Daniel Goldberg, Joe Medjuck, Keith Samples; Dir: Betty Thomas; w/Howard Stern, Robin Quivers, Mary McCormack, Fred Norris, Paul Giamatti, Allison Janney

SUDDENLY (MOW) – ABC; Prods: Robert Allan Ackerman, Kirstie Alley, Michele Brustin, Jeffrey Weiss, Andi Wooten; Dir: Robert Allan Ackerman; w/Kirstie Alley, Jason Beghe, Colleen Camp, Nancy Cartwright

FEELING MINNESOTA (feature) – Prods: Danny DeVito, Michael Shamberg, Stacey Sher; Dir: Steven Baigelman; w/Keanu Reeves, Cameron Diaz, Vincent D’Onofrio, Delroy Lindo
EMPIRE RECORDS (feature) – Warner Bros; Prods: Tony Ludwig, Arnon Milchan, Michael Nathanson, Alan Riche; Dir: Allan Moyle; w/Anthony LaPaglia, Liv Tyler, Renee Zellwegger, Ethan Embry, Rory Cochrane, Johnny Whitworth, Robin Tunney

THE ULTIMATE LIE (MOW) – NBC; Prods: Steven Haft, Marcia Nasatir; Dir: Larry Shaw; w/Kristin Davis, Michael Murphy, Geare Eads, Gregory Itzin, Jane Marla Robbins

FRANK & JESSE (feature) – Prods: Cassian Elwes, Elliott Kastner, Rob Lowe; Dir: Robert Boris; w/Rob Lowe, Bill Paxton, Randy Travis, Dana Wheeler-Nicholson

THE SANTA CLAUSE (feature) – Disney; Prods: Robert Newmyer, Brian Reilly, Jeffrey Silver; Dir: John Pasquin; w/Tim Allen, Judge Reinhold, Wendy Crewson, Eric Lloyd, David Krumholtz

DAVID’S MOTHER (MOW) – CBS; Prods: Jennifer Alward, Bob Randall, Julian Marks, Clara George; Dir: Robert Allan Ackerman; w/Kirstie Alley, Sam Waterson, Stockard Channing

TALES OF THE CITY (mini) – PBS; Prods: Tim Bevan, Richard Kramer, Armistead Maupin, Sigurjon Sighvatsson; Dir: Alastair Reid; w/Olympia Dukakis, Donald Moffat, Laura Linney, Parker Posey

SHORT CUTS (feature) – Prods: Cary Brokaw, Scott Bushnell; Dir: Robert Altman; w/Andie MacDowell, Bruce Davison, Jack Lemmon, Zane Cassidy, Julianne Moore, Matthew Modine, Anne Archer

AMOS & ANDREW (feature) – Columbia; Prods: Gary Goetzman, Jack Cummins, Marshall Persinger, Jonathan Demme; Dir: E. Max Frye; w/Nicolas Cage, Samuel L. Jackson, Michael Lerner, Brad Dourif

THERE GOES THE NEIGHBORHOOD (feature) – Paramount; Prods: Stephen Friedman, Jeffrey Sudzin, Mort Engelberg; Dir: Bill Phillips; w/Jeff Daniels, Catherine O’Hara, Hector Elizondo, Rhea Perlman

KAFFKA (feature) – Miramax; Prods: Harry Benn, Stuart Cornfeld; Dir: Steven Soderbergh; w/Jeremy Irons, Theresa Russell, Joel Grey, Ian Holm, Alec Guinness

ZANDALEE (feature) – Prods: William Warren Blaylock, Eyal Rimmon; Dir: Sam Pillsbury; w/Nicolas Cage, Judge Reinhold, Erika Anderson, Joe Pantoliano, Marisa Tomei

PUMP UP THE VOLUME (feature) – New Line; Prods: Rupert Harvey, Sandy Stern; Dir: Allan Moyle; w/Christian Slater, Annie Ross, Andy Romano, Scott Paulin

TO SLEEP WITH ANGER (feature) – Prods: Thomas Byrnes, Caldecot Chubb, Darin Scott; Dir: Charles Burnett; w/Danny Glover, Paul Butler, De Vaughn Walter Nixon

EXTREME CLOSE-UP (MOW) – NBC; Prods: Marshall Herskovitz, Ed Zwick, Sarah Caplan; Dir: Peter Horton; w/Craig T. Nelson, Morgan Weisser, Samantha Mathis

SEX, LIES, AND VIDEOTAPE (feature) – Prods: John Hardy, Robert Newmyer; Dir: Steven Soderbergh; w/James Spader, Andie MacDowell, Peter Gallagher, Laura San Giacomo

OUT ON THE EDGE (MOW) – CBS; Prods: Steve Tisch, Stephanie Austin; Dir: John Pasquin; w/Rick Schroder, Mary Kay Place, Richard Jenkins, Natalia Nogulich

THE WASH (feature) – Prods: Calvin Skagg, Lindsay Law; Dir: Michael Toshiyuki Uno; w/Mako, Nobu McCarthy, Sab Shimono, Patti Yasutake, Marion Yue

THE WONDER YEARS (series) – ABC/ABCP; Prods: Carol Black, Neal Marlens, Bob Brush, Michael Dinner; w/Fred Savage, Daniel Stern, Danica McKellar, Dan Lauria, Jason Hervey

REFERENCES: